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TARIFF
/

*

NTD 15,000

都會客房

9.7

精采客房

10.8

/ 37m²

NTD 16,000

豪華客房

11.2

/ 38m²

NTD 18,000

卓越客房

12

賦樂客房

14.6

10%

/ 33m²

/ 41m²
/ 49m²

NTD 19,000
NTD 21,000

5%

Eve Lo

02-7721-6633 / 0975-131-022 / evelo@ghg.com.tw

Elly Yang

02-7721-6635 / ellyyang@ghg.com.tw
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A Feast of Tastes with Sophisticated Luxury and a New Aesthetics
Blending Classic European & Modern Styles
The Design Concepts of HOTEL PROVERBS Taipei

Standing in Taipei’s East District, HOTEL PROVERBS Taipei is the latest subsidiary
hotel of GLORIA HOTEL GROUP that conveys “Indulge Yourself” - a concept that
advocates the enthusiasm of pursuing quality life and modern aesthetics. The exterior
with black steel mesh and interior with sedate copper, mellow wood, textured leather and
delicate fabrics created a restrained, high-end beauty, a conflicting style blending classic
romanticism and modern realism, and a new artistic space radiating sophisticated luxury
and staid tranquility. Here, let’s indulge ourselves with a feast of styles and pampering
enjoyments, and raise our expectation of a better life.
Luxury with a Hint of Green, Combining Nature with Modernism
HOTEL PROVERBS Taipei was created by Ray Chen, the most influential Taiwanese
architects in the Chinese world. This is the third cooperation of GLORIA HOTEL GROUP
with this “spatial poet” who always perfectly blends artistic point of views with architectural designs and tells great stories. The bustling East District is one of the busiest and
most crowded areas in Taipei, with buildings densely packed together. Ray Chen employed the idea of “borrow if there’s a view, avoid if there’s none” and harmoniously
blended nature and modern by combining the black steel mesh exterior of HOTEL
PROVERBS Taipei with green building design concept. The silvery messerschmidia, trees
and shrubs planted outside bring flourishing greenery, while the towering glass windows
let the sunlight and scenery stream in, and in the night with lights projecting from diﬀerent
angles, the atmosphere then becomes serene and quiet. The semi-translucent design
created a sense of haziness around the hotel, seemingly interacting with the city while still
maintaining a distance from it. Guests on the inside can see the streets outside, but people walking by can only vaguely make out the inside. On one side of the entrance is a
concrete plate with special treatment that demonstrates the primal texture of the material.
On the right of the subversively designed lobby is the reception counter made from landscape-patterned Italian granite, and on the left is TK SEAFOOD & STEAK decorated with
8 Austrian crystal chandeliers emanating a fantastical, gorgeous atmosphere with the surrounding reflective surfaces.
Guest Rooms Defy Design Senses & Incorporate Traces of Time
Rather than merely venues for resting and sleeping, Ray Chen believes that hotels
should be more like “home” with more warmth and aﬀections. In HOTEL PROVERBS
Taipei, there are 42 guest rooms in 5 diﬀerent types with abundant use of copper, black
granite, marble and walnut. Among these materials, copper is purposely unpolished that
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allows handprints gradually oxidize over time to create unique texture. Each room also
has unique and characteristic design with diﬀerent setting. The layout was created in
“sections” with lounge section, sleeping section, bathing section…etc. These aren’t laid
out according to the usual lines, so none of the sections have fixed positions but instead
divided by unnoticeably use of various materials. For example, The lounge section is
marked by handmade Turkish carpet from France, with imported wood long table and
walnut flooring. Each corner is decorated to show extraordinary taste, such as
Restoration Hardware lamps from the U.S. and golden-velvet-covered couch from Italy
and other pieces of furniture. In the sleeping section, the chandelier is deliberately hung
lower so that the guest can read without disturbance as well as sleep in luxuriousness.
Also from Restoration Hardware, the iron bookcase's outer shell and doors were removed
and replaced with curtains made from black buckram, and repurposed as wardrobe; also
the etched round table has been transformed into leathery holders for stationery and
papers. From overall direction to small details, traditional mindset is continually broken.
What look like complicated stacks actually create tranquility and restraint in the space.
Underneath a staid appearance lies romantic vibe, and this is the beauty of conflicts that
Ray Chen is skilled in.
The bathing section is constructed from fine black granite, and on the walls and
floor are top-grade landscape-patterned Italian granites with high artistic symmetrical
patterns. In some rooms, the bathtubs are even placed at the entrance. The outside-thebox designs are completely diﬀerent from ordinary hotel rooms with surprise around every
corner to satisfy guests’ “fantasy” away from home. Ray Chen also love to give new life to
old articles, and the furniture and decorations in the guest rooms are kept unpolished and
unpainted, including the gold velvet on the doors, so that marks of people’s touches are
preserved naturally. The name “HOTEL PROVERBS Taipei” is from the etching series “Los
Proverbios” by Spanish painter Goya, in which ordinary people’s life were portrayed to
interpret the word “proverbs” and the wisdom and truth of life. With his spatial designs,
Ray Chen is keeping 42 stories of life in the 42 guest rooms of HOTEL PROVERBS Taipei
to store the warmth of human interactions and stories created by guests and time.
The guest rooms are equipped with outstanding surround-eﬀect YAMAHA Soundbar
stereo systems and NESPRESSO capsule coﬀee machine, oﬀering top-class enjoyments
to our guests. The free minibar cabinet is dressed in premium bridle leather, and provides
TWG tea and a range of snacks. In the fridge, guests will find various juices, tea drinks,
and beers. 120 free movies are also available from the in-room entertainment system to
satisfy the guests’ needs. And the thoughtful, meticulous butler services will fulfill guests’
imaginations of diﬀerent “Life Style” and elicit new perspectives of life.
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Warmth within Rigidity in the Characteristic Restaurant & Bar in East Dist.
Located on the first floor, TK SEAFOOD & STEAK, lead by Chef Jack Tsai, is one of
the top experts in high-temperature, direct fire, oven-roasted steaks in Taiwan. By applying exclusive aging technique on premium steak, duck breast and various ingredients,
along with freshly caught seafood and daily harvested fruits and vegetables from private
farms, the restaurant brings out the best of these ingredients’ flavors. At the entrance, the
rhodonite aging cabinet displays house dry-aged premium beef, while the open kitchen
diﬀuses a relaxed, fun working atmosphere that brings diners and chefs closer. The floor
is covered in patterned, faux-vintage tiles, and on the ceiling hang Austrian crystal chandeliers that are endlessly reflected in the reflective walls that surround them, drawing diners into a fantastical, dreamlike scene. Just like any art piece of Goya, this bright, threestory-high restaurant with vast outdoor space is also a masterpiece that are unforgettable.
On the second floor, the multifunctional hall provides privacy and tailored service for
business meetings, private banquets, or exclusive parties. The hall includes two booths
that can accommodate eight people each and another for 16 people, and all three can be
linked into one for parties of up to 32 people. All booths are furnished with wood Restoration Hardware tables imported from the U.S., and cooper lamps hanging from the ceiling
also increase the warmth in the space. In the bright light brought from the big windows,
the Italian gold velvet seats and the walls are illuminated elegantly and beautifully.
For those who like to have a drink or two in the evening, there’s no need to set foot
outside the hotel, as on the third floor is the distinctive EAST END bar, oﬀering a wonderful place to enjoy nighttime views of Taipei. EAST END is the first hotel bar in Taiwan titled
with “Asia’s 50 Best Bars” and one of Design HotelTM international cocktail bars. The
characteristic cocktails and strong bartender team are frequent winners of both domestic
and international cocktail competitions. With two huge ceiling to floor windows that bring
in the busy night view of Taipei, copper lamps over the counter that radiate nostalgic
brown lights, and see-through cellaret that tells the story of history, the warm atmosphere
allows every soul to get tipsy to his heart’s content. The wall and ceiling are covered with
hand-carved black iron sheets from centuries-old castles that resonate with the geometric-patterned Italian tiles on the floor. Sitting on the copper flooring in the lounge area
are two Dutch couches from Vernissen Furniture & Decoration, their elegance reflecting
onto those seated thereupon.
With its splendid space, delicacies and drinks, HOTEL PROVERBS Taipei is a space
for every traveler to tell their own story. We strive to provide a veritable buﬀet for the
senses of taste, sight, and touch for each and every guest, and together we’ll embark on
the pursue of the fine things in life.
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HOTEL PROVERBS Taipei
No. 56, Da’an Road Section 1, Taipei City
56, Sec. 1, Da’an Rd., Da’an Dist., Taipei City 106, Taiwan
Ph.: +886 2 2711 1118
Fax: +886 2 2711 1117
www.hotel-proverbs.com
Booking Number: +886 2 2711 5539
Booking E-mail: reservation@hotel-proverbs.com

TK SEAFOOD & STEAK
Business Hours:
Breakfast: 6:30 am - 10:00 am (semi-buﬀet)
Lunch: 12:00 pm - 3:00 pm (last order 2:30 pm)
Dinner: 5:30 pm - 10:00 pm (last order 9:30 pm)
Reservations: +886 903 393 008

EAST END
Business Hours:
Sun - Thurs: 2:00 pm - 1:00 am
Fri - Sat: 2:00 pm - 2:00 am
Reservations: +886 903 531 851

Room Rates
Room Type

Room Size

Price

Urban Room

33m²

NT$15,000

Classic Room

37m²

NT$16,000

Deluxe Room

38m²

NT$18,000

Premium Room

41m²

NT$19,000

Proverbs Room

49m²

NT$21,000

*Rates are subject to 10% service charge and 5% tax
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